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Aくンくヱヶ けSデく A┌ｪ┌ゲデｷﾐWげ1 

De Consensu Evangelistarum Libri Quatuor / The Harmony of the Gospels 

1) Headnote  

Aくンくヱヶ けSデく A┌ｪ┌ゲデｷﾐWげ 

De Consensu Evangelistarum Libri Quatuor / The Harmony of the Gospels2 

Rochester Cathedral, England, s. xii in. (c. 1150)  

2) Contents  

191 folios + iv flyleaves, with 24 quires (no catchwords), but old markings (half the time letters, 

other half number) indicate end of quire. Medieval binding c. 1150, it appears that the book has 

been slightly trimmed, when it was (re)bound as a few marginal notes lack the outermost stroke.3  

Language: Latin  

WヴｷデデWﾐ ;ﾐS ゲｷｪﾐWS けヮふWヴぶ I;IﾗH SW O┝ﾗﾐげく4 A flyleaf has been added as the first page of the 

manuscript and here the scribe has written a table of contents. The medieval librarian has later 

added notes and page indications. 

Contains ; けaﾗヴW┘ﾗヴSげ ;ﾐS seven books. The books concern S;ｷﾐデ A┌ｪ┌ゲデｷﾐWげゲ ﾗ┘ﾐ ｷﾐデWヴヮヴWデ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa 

the Gospels, the Sermon on the Mount, as well as his thoughts on the issue of blasphemy and the 

ten plagues of Egypt.   

a. けFﾗヴ┘ﾗヴSげ5 (an excerpt of text from A┌ｪ┌ゲデｷﾐWげゲ Retractiones) 

OPENING: けSENTENTIA DE LIBRO RETRACTATIONV(M) BEATI AVGVSTINI.6 PER EOSDEM 

ANNOS QUIB(US) PAVLATEM LIBROS de trinitate dictaba(m) scripsi (et) alios labore 

continuo int(er)ponens eos illo(rum) te(m)poribusげ. 

CLOSING: けHoc opus sic incipit. Inter om(ne)s diuinas autoritatesげ. 

                                                           
1 Tｴｷゲ ﾏ;ﾐ┌ゲIヴｷヮデ ｷゲ aヴﾗﾏ デｴW けHｷSSWﾐ CﾗﾉﾉWIデｷﾗﾐげ ﾗa ‘ﾗIｴWゲデWヴ C;デｴWSヴ;ﾉ LｷHヴ;ヴ┞く 
2 The original text by Saint Augustine of Hippo was written c. 400-415. 

http://faculty.georgetown.edu/jod/texts/augread.html  
3 The medieval librarian counts 2 of the first three flyleaves as part of the pages, thus, the medieval page numbers in 

the manuscript states that there are 193 folios. 
4 See bottom right hand corner fol. 1r. 
5 Fol. 1v 
6 In red ink 

http://faculty.georgetown.edu/jod/texts/augread.html
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1. De Consensu Evanglistarum - Liber I7 

OPENING: けJNTER OM(NE)S DIVINAS AUTORITATES QUE (---)IS8 LITTERIS continent(ur) 

evang(e)liu(m) merito excellitげ 

CLOSING: けVt his questionib(us) dissolutis exhoc quoq(ue) appareat illius capitis me(m)bra 

n(on) solu(m) idem sentiendo ueru(m) etia(m) conuenientia scribendo in corporis ipsius 

unita te germana(m) seruasse concordiamげ9 

 

2. Liber II10 

OPENING: けQVONIAM SER MONE NON BREVI ET ADMODUM necessario quem libro uno 

co(m)plexi sum(us) refutauimus eor(um) uanitate(m) q(ui) discip(u)los (christi) 

evang(e)liu(m) conscribentes ideo conte(m)nendos putant quia ipsius (christi) quem lic(et) 

n(on) ut d(eu)m tamen et hominem sapientia longe p(rae) ceteris excellentem 

honorandu(m) esse non dubitant nulla scripta p(ro)ferunt(ur) a nobisげ  

CLOSING: けIn his que considanda nunc p(ro)posium(us) nichil afferunt questionis etia(m) 

ceteri evang(e)liste q(u)i talia co(m)memorantげ 

 

3. Liber III11 

OPENINGぎ けIAM QUONIAふMぶ OMNIVM QVATTUOR NARRATIO INEO UERSATVR loco in quo 

necesse est eos usq(ue) infine(m) parit(er) ambulare nec multu(m) digredi ab inuice(m) 

sicubi forte alius aliquid co(m)memorat quod alius p(re)t(er)mittit uidet(ur) m(ihi) 

expeditius nos demonstrare posse om(n)iu(m) euang(i)listaru(m) conuenientia(m) si ab hoc 

iam loco om(n)iu(s) om(n)ia contexamus (et) in una(m) narration(m) faciemq(ue) 

digeramusげ. 

                                                           
7 Fol. 1r-18v, concerning デｴW けA┌デｴﾗヴｷデ┞が ﾐ┌ﾏHWヴが ﾗヴSWヴが ;ﾐS ヮﾉ;ﾐ ﾗa デｴW GﾗゲヮWﾉゲくげ 
http://www.newadvent.org/fathers/1602.htm  
8 Sｴﾗ┌ﾉS HW けゲ;ﾐIデｷゲげ ふデｴW ｪヴWWﾐ Iﾗﾉﾗ┌ヴ ﾗa デｴW ｷﾐｷデｷ;ﾉ ｴ;ゲ IﾗヴヴﾗSWS デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ デｴW ヮ;ｪW ;ﾐS ｴ;ゲ デ;ﾆWﾐ a few letters with it). 
9 There is an original tear on the last page of Liber I and first page of Liber II. It covers 4 (almost 5) lines and the scribe 

as written around it. 
10 Fol. 18v-74r, ThW けH;ヴﾏﾗﾐｷ┣;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa M;デデｴW┘ ┘ｷデｴ デｴW ﾗデｴWヴ GﾗゲヮWﾉゲが ┌ヮ デﾗ デｴW L;ゲデ S┌ヮヮWヴげ  
http://www.newadvent.org/fathers/1602.htm  
11 Fol. 74r -112r, The けHarmonization of Matthew with the ﾗデｴWヴ GﾗゲヮWﾉゲが HWｪｷﾐﾐｷﾐｪ ┘ｷデｴ デｴW L;ゲデ S┌ヮヮWヴげ 
http://www.newadvent.org/fathers/1602.htm  

http://www.newadvent.org/fathers/1602.htm
http://www.newadvent.org/fathers/1602.htm
http://www.newadvent.org/fathers/1602.htm
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CLOSINGぎ けTollet(ur) eni(m) impius ut n(on) uideat claritate(m) d(omi)ni (et) i(m)pii lumen 

n(on) uidebunt. Haecest aut(em) inq(u)it uita aet(er)na ut cognoscant te unu(m) ueru(m) 

d(eu)m (et) que(m) misisti i(esu)m (christum) sicut in illa aet(er)nitate cognoscit(ur) q(u)o 

seruos p(er)ducet p(er) forma(m) serui ut lib(er)i co(n)te(m)plent(ur) forma(mぶ Sふﾗﾏｷぶﾐｷげ 

 

4. Liber IV12 

OPENING: けNUNC IAM QUONIAふMぶ MATHEI NARRATIONE(M) CONTEXTIM consid(er)antes 

(et) ei tres alios conferentes usq(ue) infine(m) in nullo eos ut sibi u(e)l int(er) se repugnare 

docuim(us)げ. 

CLOSING: けEt q(u)ia illud preceptu(m) uerissimu(m) ac saluberrimu(m) est quanto magnus 

es tanto humilia te in omnib(us) q(u)i euang(e)lista (christum) longe ceteris alti(us) 

co(m)mendat apudeu(m) discip(u)lis pedes lauatげ 

 

5. De sermone domini in monte I13  

OPENING: けSE‘MONEM ケ┌Wふﾏぶ ﾉﾗI┌デ┌ゲ Wゲデ Sふﾗﾏｷぶﾐふ┌ぶゲ ｷふWゲ┌ぶゲ n(oste)r (christus) in monte 

sicut in euang(e)lio se(cun)d(u)m math(eu)m legimus si quis pie sobrieq(ue) 

consid(er)auerit puto q(uo)d inuenit in eo q(u)antu(m) ad mores optimos p(er)tinet 

p(er)fectu(m) uite (christi)ane modu(m)げ.14  

CLOSINGぎ けSed ia(m) co(m)mode f(i)eri puto ut hic lector ta(m) longo uolumine fatigat(us) 

respiret aliquantulu(m) (et) ad cet(er)a se reficiat in alio libro consid(er);ﾐS;げ 

 

In Monte is clearly the most well used part of the manuscript. It is possible to identify six 

different readers by their very distinct way of noting. One reader has read the book cover 

to cover (makes small · ·げゲ in the margin), whereas others have just marked passages in In 

Monte. 

 

                                                           
12 Fol. 112r-120r, concerning ͚P;ゲゲ;ｪWゲ ┌ﾐｷケ┌W デﾗ M;ヴﾆが L┌ﾆW ﾗヴ Jﾗｴﾐげ http://www.newadvent.org/fathers/1602.htm  
13 Fol. 121v-148r, けConcerning the first part of the Sermon on the Mount (Matthew 5)げ 
http://www.newadvent.org/fathers/1601.htm  
14 The next folio begins with an even bigger initial and with the words けCUM VIDISSET AUTEM IESUS TU‘BAS MULTAS 
ASCENDIT IN MONTEMくげ ふaﾗﾉく ヱヲヱヴぶ 

http://www.newadvent.org/fathers/1602.htm
http://www.newadvent.org/fathers/1601.htm
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De sermone domini in monte II15 

OPENING: けMISERICORDIAM USQ(UE) AD CVIVS TRACTATIONEM liber p(r)imus terminu(m) 

accepit seq(u)it(ur) cordis mundatio unde iste sumit exordiu(mぶげ  

CLOSING: Sed siue iste ordi inhis considerandus sit siue aliq(u)is alius facienda s(un)t que 

audiu(i)m(us) a d(omi)no si uolumus edificare super Petramげ 

 

6. De blasphemia16 

OPENING: けMAGNA QUESTIO EST DE ‘ECENTI EVANGELICA LECTIONE ヮふヴﾗぶposita cui 

soluende q(u)antu(m) ad nos attinet i(m)pares sum(us)げ 

 

CLOSINGぎ けDe his aut(em) que forte potuim(us) (et) cogitando vestigare (et) expedire 

dicendo illi s(un)t agende gr(ati)e aq(u)o quevisim(us) a q(u)o petiuim(us) adque(m) 

pulsauim(us) ut habe(re)m(us) unde (et) nos meditando alerem(us) (et) uob(is) loquendo 

ministraremusげ 

 

       7.  Eaidem de decem legis p(re)ceptis et de totidem17 plagis egypti.1819 

 OPENING: けNONEST SINE CAVSA FR(ATRE)S DILECTISSIMI. QUOD PRECEPTOR(UM) (ET) legis 

 d(e)i numerus cu(m) numero plagaru(m) q(u)ib(us) Aegyptus p(er)cutit(ur) exaegari 

 uidet(ur). 

 CLOSING: Locat(us) dente noxiu(m) a(n)i(m)al viii fals(u)m n(on) dicere testimoniu(m) ix 

                                                           
15 Fol. 148r-175r, けConcerning the second part of the Sermon on the Mount (Matthew 6-Αぶげ  
http://www.newadvent.org/fathers/1601.htm  
16 Fol. 175v-187r 
17 SﾗﾏWﾗﾐWが ヮﾗゲゲｷHﾉ┞ デｴW ゲIヴｷHWが ｴ;ゲ IﾗヴヴWIデWS デｴW けSげ ｷﾐデﾗ ; けデげが H┌デ ┘ｷデｴﾗ┌デ Iヴﾗゲゲｷﾐｪ ﾗ┌デ デｴW けSげく 
18 Fol. 187v-189v 
19 Unlike the other texts in this manuscript, this text has been proved to be a pseudo-Augustinian text. It is believed 

that the author of the text is Caesarius of Arles (469/70- ゆ542).  ‘Copies of this sermon on the ten commandments 

and the ten plagues, which [Jacques-Paul] Migne prints as PSEUDO-AUGUSTINE, SERMO 21 (PL 39.1783に86), appear in 

Oxford, Trinity College 28, fols 89vに91r; and Vatican Reg.lat. 338, fols 88vに89v. Two early twelfth-century copies 

appear in Cambridge, Jesus College Q. G. 4 (52) (s. xii1, Durham), fols 39に44 (see Gameson 1999 p 66 [no. 103]), and 

Rochester, Cathedral Library, A.3.16 (s. xii1 [pre ?1124], Rochester) (Gameson p 147 [no. 817]). Copies of an 

unidentified sermon on the ten commandments and the ten plagues, in all likelihood this one by Caesarius, are 

attested in the twelfth-century catalogues of the libraries of the Abbey of the B.V.M. at Reading and of Rochester 

Cathedral priory (Sharpe et al. 1996 p 434 no. B71.92d and p 473 no. B77.9d).げ 
http://www.bede.net/saslc/samples/c/caesarius.pdf  

http://www.newadvent.org/fathers/1601.htm
http://www.bede.net/saslc/samples/c/caesarius.pdf
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 dense tenebre ix n(on) c(on)cupisces uxore(m) p(ro)ximi x mors p(ri)mogent(i)co(rum) x 

 n(on) concupisces ulla(m) re(m) p(ro)ximi. 

 

This last part of the manuscript appears different, compared to the others. It is written much 

closer to the margin and contains many corrections. Judging by the hand, the text is written by the 

same scribe, but it is arguably not his finest work, and the text appears to be incomplete, which 

may explain the blank folios that follow. The incompleteness is further underlined by the missing 

explicit.  

In general, the manuscript is very neatly written with very few mistakes and no cross-outs, and the 

scribe himself has written missing lines under the block of text. 

 

3) Physical Characteristics  

Number of leaves: 4 flyleaves +191 folios, last two fol. have been ruled, but contain no text.  

Writing support: parchment (vellum).  

 

Collation: iii+18, 2-238, 248+i. Flyleaves original, three glued to cover, fourth sewn into 

manuscript.20 Table of content on flyleaf iir, appears to be original, + library notes added in later 

medieval hand. Same hand has added the running header (Lib(er) 1, 2, 3, 4, In Monte, 

Blasphemia)21 and the page numbers (which are also medieval in character). 

 

Measurements: 250 mm x 293 mm (writing space 130 mm x 200 mm)  

One column. First line of writing above the top ruled line. 31 lines per page. 

The BINDING: Greyish coloured leather, flesh side out, four thongs. けBﾗ┌ﾐS ;ﾉﾏﾗゲデ IWヴデ;ｷﾐﾉ┞ ;デ 

Rochester about 1150. The sewing, the boards, and the tabs at head and tail of the spine are 

original: a piece of whittawed leather22 has been put over the old back, and used to line the outer 

                                                           
20 The second pastedown is loose, allowing one to see the additional pastedown underneath. 
21 Nﾗ ｴW;SWヴ aﾗヴ けIﾐ DWIWﾏ PヴWIWヮデｷゲげ 
22 けLeather produced by tawing a skin with aluminum potassium sulfate. ぷぐへ The skin was tumbled in drums 

with an aqueous alum solution then neutralized in a sodium carbonate solution. It produced a soft, pliable 

white leather. ぷぐへ However, the treatment is reversible and washed out with water. As a result, many alum 
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IﾗヴﾐWヴゲ ﾗa デｴW ﾗﾉS Hﾗ;ヴSゲく ぷぐへ TｴW デﾗヮ ｴW;S H;ﾐS ;ﾐS デｴW ﾐW┝デ band are broken at the front hinge 

inside the leather.げ23 The oak boards are 11 mm thick. The leather (sheepskin) bears no visual 

evidence of having been decorated, nor does anything indicate that clasps are missing. All four 

corners have been repaired.24  

Original medieval bookmark: 5 strings of leather, one missing and one appears to be of original 

length.  

The book has been repaired, this indicates its value. The repair is visible on fol.1, where it is 

evident that silk has been used to repair the damage the green ink has caused to the page.  

The modern repairs are very well done (1983) and mainly noticeable if one examines the cords, as 

these are much brighter than the original ones. It is, however, a shame that the medieval repairs 

have been altered, as it would have been interesting to see the original workmanship.  

Which style: AIIﾗヴSｷﾐｪ デﾗ Nく KWヴが デｴW Hﾗﾗﾆ ｷゲ け┘ヴｷデデWﾐ ﾐﾗ Sﾗ┌Hデ ;t Rochester itself as appears from 

デｴW Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴ ﾗa デｴW ゲIヴｷヮデげ.25 The script is definitely a form of English Protogothic Bookhand. It was 

very common to use a form of Caroline miniscule to copy Latin, and this particular form spread 

across England in the late 11th and early 12th century.26 This indicates that the manuscript may 

ｴ;┗W HWWﾐ ┘ヴｷデデWﾐ ; Hｷデ W;ヴﾉｷWヴ デｴ;ﾐ ヱヱヵヰが デｴﾗ┌ｪｴデ ｷデ ┘;ゲ けヮヴ;IデｷゲWS ┌ﾐデｷﾉ デｴW W;ヴﾉ┞ デｴｷヴデWWﾐデｴ 

IWﾐデ┌ヴ┞げく27  

Characteristics: a = a, et = &, r = both r and , e = ħ, the script makes use of both u and v. TｴW ﾗげゲ 

are less rounded than in Caroline miniscule and the - shaped r does not necessarily indicate the -

orum abbreviation.  

Initials come in four different sizes; beginning of book = 7 lines, chapters = 5 lines, index/subtitles 

3 lines, other 1½ line.  

Ruling: dry point. The very visible and somewhat uneven prick marks indicate pricking by hand.  

                                                           

tawed skins were treated with fats and waxes to add water resistance.げ 
http://cameo.mfa.org/wiki/Alum_leather [Accessed 19-02-16] 
23 Graham Pollard, 1. May 1961, Library Note, Rochester Cathedral Library 
24 Not ﾏﾗSWヴﾐ ヴWヮ;ｷヴく SWW LｷHヴ;ヴ┞ ﾐﾗデWが けBｷﾐSWヴゲ ﾐﾗデWげ ふヱΓΒンぶ ‘ﾗIｴWゲデWヴ C;デｴWSヴ;ﾉ LｷHヴ;ヴ┞く 
25 N. Ker, Library note, Rochester Cathedral Library 
26 Introduction to Manuscript Studies p. 146 
27 Ibid. 

http://cameo.mfa.org/wiki/Alum_leather
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Format: one column  

Incipits and Explicits: in red ink and capital letters.  

けAU‘ELII AVGVSTINI YPPONIENSIS EPISCOPI DE CONSENSU EVANGELISTA‘UM LIBE‘ 

P‘IMUS INCIPITくげ  

けEXPLICIT LIBE‘ P‘IMUSく INCIPIT LIBE‘ SECUNDUSくげ  

けEXPLICIT LIBE‘ SEふCUNぶDふUぶSく INCIPIT TE‘TIUSくげ けEXPLICIT LIBE‘ TE‘TITUSく INCIPIT 

QUA‘TUSくげ  

けAV‘ELII AVGVSTI YPPONIENSIS EPISCOPI DE CONSENSU EVANGILISTARUM LIBER QUARTVS 

EXPLICITくげ 

けAV‘ELII AVGUSTINI DE SE‘MONE DふOMIぶNI IN MONTE LIBE‘ P‘IMUS INCIPITくげ 

けEXPLICIT LIBE‘ I INCIPIT SECONDUSくげ 

けEXPLICIT LIBE‘ II SANCTI AVGUSTINI EPふISCOPぶI DE SE‘MONE DふOMIぶNI IN MONTEくげ 

けINCIPIT LIBER SC(IANT)I AVGUSTINI EP(ISCOP)I DE BLASPHEMIA IN SP(IRITU)M 

SふANぶCふTUぶMくげ 

けEXPLICIT LIBE‘ SふANぶCふTぶI AVGVSTINI EPふISCOPぶI DE BLASPHEMIA IN SPふI‘ITUぶM 

SANCTUMくげ 

けINCIPIT DE DECEM LEGIS P‘ECEPTIS ふETぶ DE TOTIDEM PLAGIS EGYPTI LIBE‘ SふANぶCふTぶI 

AVGVSTINI EPISCOPIくげ 

Ink colour: black 

Initials ink colour: green, purple and red (and a little bit of blue). 

Number of lines: 31 

Initials (height and colour): Two coloured elaborate initials, four or five lines high. Colours: red, 

green and purple. The initials change in appearance. The second initial, which opens De Consensu 

Evanglistarum - Liber I, is much more elaborate than any of the other initials, and in a very 

SｷaaWヴWﾐデ ゲデ┞ﾉWく TｴW Hﾗデデﾗﾏ ﾗa デｴW J ｷゲ ｷﾐ デｴW ゲｴ;ヮW ﾗa ; Sヴ;ｪﾗﾐげゲ ｴW;Sく It looks like two different 
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illuminators have made them. This is particularly evident on fol. 20v, where the capital Q still 

contains some elaborate lines in pencil, but where the current design is very different, but in line 

with the capitals in the remainder of the manuscript.  

Very good condition. Big worm whole on fol.178-184. Minor tears and only few irregularities in the 

vellum. The manuscript is arranged hair-flesh-flesh-hair. 

 

4) Provenance  

On the bottom of the second flyleaf is written; けLｷHWヴ SW Clausto Roffensげ ｷﾐ デｴW ﾉｷHヴ;ヴｷ;ﾐげゲ ｴ;ﾐS 

and けp(er) Iacob SW O┝ﾗﾐげ ｷﾐ デｴW ゲIヴｷHWげゲ ｴ;ﾐS. In a medieval hand (probably by the librarianげゲ) the 

┘ﾗヴSゲ けEIIﾉく C;デｴく ‘ﾗaaWﾐゲげ ｴ;ゲ ;ﾉゲﾗ HWWﾐ ;SSWS to the second pastedown, further underlining the 

Hﾗﾗﾆげゲ ヮﾉ;IW ﾗa belonging. 

According to a library note, this book was:  

 ﾗヴｷｪｷﾐ;ﾉﾉ┞ ｷﾐ デｴW ﾉｷHヴ;ヴ┞ ﾗa Sデく AﾐSヴW┘げゲ ヮヴｷﾗヴ┞が ‘ﾗIｴWゲデWヴが デｴW aﾗヴWヴ┌ﾐﾐWヴ ﾗa デｴｷゲ ぷデｴW 

 current] cathedral. It was compiled in the first half of the twelfth century by Jacob or 

 James, a monk in the priory who came from Oxford, and the rather spikey character of the 

 script would suggest that he wrote it here [at Rochester] in the priory scriptorium.28 

The book is in excellent condition, but it has clearly been used, as many different hands have 

made marginal notes に whereof one is in an Elizabethan hand.29 

The reader who marks with a · · ｴ;ゲ ヴW;S デｴW Hﾗﾗﾆ ヮヴｷﾗヴ デﾗ ｷデゲ HｷﾐSｷﾐｪが ;ゲ ゲﾗﾏW ﾗa ｴｷゲ ;げゲ ｴ;┗W 

been trimmed slightly, the same appears to have been the case for the reader who marks with 

Both readers tend to place their markings on the outer side of the prick marks. A different reader 

;ﾉゲﾗ ﾏ;ヴﾆゲ ┘ｷデｴ けSげ, but he writes his much closer to the actual text. 

There are no additional library marks as the book has been at Rochester Cathedral Library since 

the 12th Century.30 

                                                           
28 Note, Rochester Cathedral Library  
29 fol. 137r 
30 See Benedictines: The shorter Catalogues: Rochester. B77. Catalogue, 1123 and 1202. (B77.*9a = B79.*4, B77.*9b, 

B77.*9c) www.mlgb3.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/authortitle/medieval_catalogues/B77/   

http://www.mlgb3.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/authortitle/medieval_catalogues/B77/
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As the catalogues of Rochester mention the manuscript as early as in 1123, one must assume that 

the production of the manuscript took place sometime before that. As the writing style (English 

Protogothic Bookhand) was not used before late 11th century, one can argue that this manuscript 

must have been produced at Rochester between c.1080 and 1123. It has not been possible to 

learn more about the scribe, Jacob from Oxford, and it is therefore not possible to narrow the 

production date any further. 

From the marginal notes it is clear that the manuscript has been used for studies and, possibly, for 

writing sermons, and it is evident that there have been several different readers. The book is not a 

けSｷゲヮﾉ;┞ Hﾗﾗﾆげ; it lacks the grandeur of such books, but the wide margins, and the almost flawless 

work of the scribe, indicate its value.  
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